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Motivation
16 years after the agile manifesto [1], agile software development has been established in both practice and research. The software development paradigm affects requirements engineering in many ways. In general, agile
requirements engineering comprises the same activities
as traditional requirements engineering, even though in
other ways or at other points. For example, agile requirements engineering is conducted continuously along the
implementation cycles [2]. Since agile software development embraces changes [1], tasks in agile requirements engineering must deal with changes efficiently
and effectively. One of the decision tasks in agile requirements engineering is the utility analysis of requirements [2]. Due to higher occurrence of changes, it is
more likely that new requirements or solutions arise, obsolete requirements or solutions are omitted, or existing
requirements or solutions change. In the case of new or
changing requirements and solutions, these must be assessed with regards to existing requirements and solutions to analyse their utility, e.g. for evaluating the backlog. Re-evaluation of all requirements and solutions
causes enormous effort, while the sole evaluation of new
requirements and solutions does not ensure overall consistency of the assessment.
The context of the decision situations considered in
this paper relates to negotiations as part of requirements
engineering, subsequently called requirements negotiations. Hence, the decision problems considered cover
the structure of a negotiation agenda with negotiation issues reflecting requirements and issue values reflecting
solutions [3]. Changes are perceived as consequences of
an increasing information level. If the information level
increases, the negotiation agenda will change in so far
that new requirements or solutions are added, or obsolete requirements or solutions are omitted. If the agenda
does not change, preferences for existing requirements
or solutions may change nonetheless because of new information.
Problem
Various approaches exist to provide decision support in
requirements negotiations [4] and in requirements engineering, inter alia the application of preference measurement methods [e.g. 5]. The problem is that having outdated preferences, the preferences must be measured
again, since the preferences are related to each other. In
agile requirements negotiations continuous preference
adjustments are indispensable, since changes occur often and thus preferences become obsolete faster. Nonetheless, requirements changes or solution changes and

all their consequences occur in traditional requirements
negotiations as well.
A concept for dynamic preference adjustment is developed to remedy this problem. The concept makes use
of decision support in negotiations, which is transferred
to decision problems in requirements negotiations.
Solution
To solve this problem, a dynamic preference measurement process, comprising preference elicitation and
preference adjustment, is designed. In the preference
elicitation process, preferences are elicited for the requirements and solutions already known, while in the
preference adjustment process, new requirements or
new solutions can be assessed with little effort in relation to the existing preference structure.
Preference measurement methods have been developed in market research to measure preferences of potential customers for product development [6]. However, since then, they have been applied in other domains, e.g. to measure user preferences in design decisions in information systems [5]. Likewise, preference
measurement methods are applied in negotiation research as well as in requirements negotiation research
[7]. These preference measurement methods are designed to capture ‘one-shot’ preferences. Hence, they
cannot be applied in their status quo to the dynamic domain of requirements negotiations [8].
Negotiation processes in general are also of dynamic character, because new information may become
available during the negotiation. Thus, one-time preference measurement is not expedient in this domain as
well [9]. To apply preference measurement methods to
the domain of requirements negotiations, these methods
must be adapted for dynamic purposes. Therefore, a dedicated dynamic approach for requirements negotiation
based on the Adaptive Self-Explication method [10] was
developed, which enables preference adjustment within
the decision support process (see Fig. 1).
At the beginning, an agenda, e.g. the requirements
and solutions, are elicited, which is followed by an initial preference elicitation based on the currently known
information. The resulting preferences are used to calculate a utility model. At this point, an optional check
may be performed to evaluate the consistency of the
preference structure. Additionally, an optional interactive check validates the preferences to the user. Based
on the utility model, analyses to provide decision support may be conducted.

With an increasing information level and resulting
agenda changes respectively preference changes, the regarding preferences are adjusted dynamically. For this,
repeating the entire preference elicitation is not required.
Following the extension of the Adaptive Self-Explication method, only few paired comparisons related to existing, still valid preferences, must be conducted. The
utility model is re-calculated after two adjusted respectively two new paired comparisons to keep the utility
model continuously up-to-date. Subsequently, an optional interactive check can be performed again to ensure the validity of the preferences to the user.
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Fig. 1. Preference elicitation and preference adjustment within
decision support in requirements negotiations

Using the latest preferences, up-to-date utility analyses
[2] can be performed at any point of time. These analyses form a basis for further decisions. In the context of
requirements negotiations, continuously up-to-date
preferences allow accurate negotiation analyses, e.g.
comparison of own specification offers and drafts with
the negotiation partner’s; progression analysis of own
offers, of the negotiation partner’s concessions, of both
negotiation parties’ concessions, and of comparisons of
specification offers to be accepted with the own aspiration level and reservation level.
Summary
Changes are likely in agile requirements engineering as
well as in traditional requirements engineering. The concept of dynamic preference measurement in the context
of requirements negotiations enables to include preference changes without eliciting the entire preference
structures again to provide an accurate decision basis
build upon continuously accurate preferences.
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